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Abstract A manufacturing defect is a finite chip area with
electrically malfunctioning circuitry caused by fabrication
errors. The fraction of defective chips that escapes to the
customer is called the defect level, also known as defective
parts per million (DPPM, or simply PPM) when normalized
to one million units. This paper demonstrates a technique
used to correlate coverage goals to DPPM based on test
fallout data using a MATLAB®-based error function mini-
mization approach. This analysis is explained using regres-
sion models for DPPM yield versus fault/defect coverage.
This approach is beneficial to semiconductor companies for
calibrating their fault coverage goals to meet DPPM require-
ments from automotive or other customers that have very
aggressive (i.e., ultra-low) DPPM demands.
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1 Introduction

Effectiveness of manufacturing tests can be described with a
metric known as ‘defect level’. Defect level (DL) is a measure
of product quality. It denotes the fraction of faulty chips escap-
ing to the customer among the chips that pass all manufactur-
ing tests, and is often measured as defective parts per million
(DPPM or PPM) [2]. The lower the DPPM, the higher the

quality of the product shipped to customers. For semiconductor
companies that target the avionic and automotive industries,
stuck-at-fault coverage goals at the full chip level are usually
extremely high (such as 99.5% or greater). In some cases, even
such high coverage goals are not sufficient to ensure the
extremely low (e.g., 2 DPPM) defect level target required. To
achieve such defect levels, it is futile to focus on stuck-at fault
testing alone, since even a 100 % stuck-at fault coverage will
not produce zero or even low DPPM. A variety of defects do
not produce stuck-at behavior, such as defects that produce
delay faults or high leakage. Instead of trying to hit 100 %
stuck-at fault coverage, the goal of low DPPM can be achieved
more efficiently by generating tests that target a variety of fault
models and are graded for coverage calculation accordingly.
For example, for delay faults, we may use transition-delay or
path-delay coverage metric; for IDDQ patterns, we may use
pseudo-stuck-at-fault coverage [18] or toggle coverage [5]; and
for analog faults, we may use critical node controllability and
observability to grade test patterns [19]. Additionally, we need
a new approach for cumulative defect level (DPPM) estimation
using the results of successive test application during the high-
volume manufacturing test flow. This paper describes a meth-
odology for defect level (DPPM) estimation based on mining
fallout data from manufacturing tests, and calibration of fault
coverage goals based on data. Compared to previous
approaches, it tries to avoid pessimism in DPPM estimation.

2 Theory

Stable manufacturing processes nowadays produce a mixture
of good, bad, and weak devices. Good devices are the ones
that are functionally sound and robust and pass all manufac-
turing tests. Weak devices are the ones that may pass manu-
facturing tests but may fail during field use particularly in
harsh or stressful operating or environmental conditions. Bad
devices are the ones that fail manufacturing tests and are
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screened. For reducing the outgoing defect DPPM level, our
approach is to (a) target our design to a stable and proven
process; and (b) after manufacturing, identify asmanyweak or
marginal devices as possible and aggressively screen them
out. This requires a multi-pronged approach, including—(a)
part-average testing (PAT), outlier detection, and good-die-in-
bad-neighborhood type approaches to screen outliers and/or
questionable parts [6]; (b) accelerating infant mortality for
latent yield (i.e., time 0) defects and latent reliability (i.e., chip
lifetime) defects using burn-in of packaged parts; and (c)
targeting a wide range of fault models to cover a wide range
of defects during wafer sort and class tests. The methodology
for defect level (DPPM) estimation and validating coverage
goals employed here [4] is based onmining fallout data from a
series of manufacturing tests applied on a sample of parts that:

– target a set of fault/defect models (i.e., not just single
stuck-at-fault model); and

– are applied over a suitable period of time as determined
by a given maturity level for the manufacturing process.

The coverage metrics that will be described in this paper
correspond to stuck-at faults and transition delay faults. The
approach described is scalable and can be expanded to include
bridging faults, IDDQ failure, and analog/mixed-signal testabil-
ity. The corresponding coverage metrics used are: single stuck-
at fault and transition fault coverage, bridging fault coverage,
pseudo stuck-at fault or toggle coverage (for IDDQ patterns),
and coverage metrics such as critical node coverage for analog
and mixed signal tests (i.e., controllability and observability of
critical analog nodes. It is very important to ensure that the
period of fallout data collection reflects a specific level of
maturity for the manufacturing process; otherwise the statistical
estimationmethod described in this paper will lead to unreliable
projection of DPPM. Processes mature with time and may
produce substantial variation in fallout trend over a large period
of time. For example, during the early stages of a process, large
defect sizes are more common—a die with such defects will
easily fall out with stuck-at fault screening. As the process
matures, small defect sizes that cause local reduction in line
width or spacing, or affect the size of various contacts or vias,
may become more common. Such small defects may be diffi-
cult to screen with stuck-at fault testing; rather, a test for delay

faults may be more effective. A simple rule-of-thumb, such as
collecting data over, say, three successive business quarters of a
particular year of applying manufacturing tests, may be used
instead to represent a particular (frozen) state of the process.

Figure 1 illustrates a hypothetical set of ‘yield’ and ‘latent
reliability’ defects. Given a total defect population at any
given state of maturity of the manufacturing process, the
larger defects result in yield failures, medium-sized defects
result in field failures, and the smallest defects cause no
failures at all. Our goal is to project DPPM at a given level
of process maturity by measuring the fault coverage and
fallout from manufacturing tests targeting large and
medium-sized defects that lead to yield and field failures.

3 Yield and Test Escape Rate Modeling Methods

Avariety of yield modeling approaches such as Poisson, Seeds,
Negative Binomial, Murphy, and Monte Carlo have been de-
scribed in the literature [10, 11, 13, 14, 16]. In this work, we
have used the negative binomial distribution [13] to model
yield because of the ability to consider defect clustering with
this modeling approach. Consider a chip with defect density d,
area A, and defect clustering parameter a. Then the negative
binomial distribution can be described as follows [13]:

pðxÞ ¼ Probability number of defects on a chip ¼ xð Þ
¼ * a þ xð Þ: Ad a=ð Þx x!* að Þ 1þ Ad a=ð Þaþx� ��

where Γ is the gamma function. When a00, p(x) is a delta
function and we have maximum clustering. When a0∞, p(x)
becomes a Poisson distribution, which corresponds to no clus-
tering [17]. Yield is defined as the probability of zero defect in a
chip, i.e., p(0). For the above negative binomial distribution, we
get:

Y ¼ pð0Þ ¼ 1þ Ad a=ð Þ�a

The above equation is sometimes multiplied with a lead
term Y0 to compensate for systematic defect conditions [12],
with the idea that Y001 for a mature process. Sometimes,
yield Y is calculated for each IP block, assuming block-
specific clustering coefficient, and the various block-level
yields are multiplied together to get chip yield.

To correlate defect coverage to fault coverage with a set of
manufacturing test vectors that are fault graded, the above yield
equation needs to be modified. Consider the ‘fault density’ f as
the average number of faults per unit chip area. Unlike many
previous approaches [2], we do not insist on stuck-at faults
(SAFs) alone in this paper. The parameter f could correspond to
any reasonable fault modelwith regard to which a set of vectors
can be fault graded for coverage; examples of such fault models
and coverage metrics are stuck-at fault, path-delay or transition-
delay fault, IDDQ failure, and analog node controllability and

Fig. 1 A hypothetical set of defects (modeled as circles) on a set of
metal lines; courtesy [8]
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observability. We also define a ‘fault clustering’ parameter b
which can be applied for any class of functional faults, and is
intended to serve as a useful surrogate for the actual defect
clustering parameter a which is difficult to quantify.

Suppose that the fault coverage for a given fault model is
denoted as T. Then the modified yield equation Y with
coverage T is as follows:

Y ðTÞ ¼ 1þ TAf b=ð Þ�b ¼ 1þ TN b=ð Þ�b

Note that A denotes the chip area and f denotes the
average number of faults per unit area. Therefore, N denotes
the average number of faults per chip.

The above negative binomial yield model is also
known as Stapper’s model [13]. Other yield models

describe in the literature include: (a) Seeds [11]: Y ðTÞ ¼
e�

p
TNð Þ ; (b) Murphy [10]: Y ðTÞ ¼ 1� e�TNð Þ TN=½ �2 ; and

(c) Monte Carlo [12, 16].
Once we have built a yield model, Y as a function of test

coverage T, we need to use amodel to estimate test escapes. Two
popular test escape models that consider only one type of tests
(i.e., single coverage metric) are those of Williams and Brown
[17] and of Agrawal et al. [1]. These models are as follows:

Williams and Brown [17]:

DL ¼ 1� Y ð1�TÞ

Agrawal, Seth and Agrawal [1]:

DL ¼ 1� Tð Þ 1� Yð Þe� N�1ð ÞT
h i

Y þ 1� Tð Þ 1� Yð Þe� N�1ð ÞT
h i.

In these models, DL denotes the defect level, Y denotes
yield, T denotes fault coverage, and N denotes the average
number of faults in a faulty chip.

4 State-of-the-Art Test Escape Rate Modeling
with Multiple Tests and Fault Models

Butler et al. [3] have presented a test escape rate prediction
model that is suitable for different types of tests with over-
lapping coverage. In their model, they use structural tests for
which the fault coverage information is known via fault sim-
ulation with an ATPG tool. Their approach encompasses both
individual test contributions and combined contributions of
tests to detect and screen defects. Their approach constructs an
m-dimensional table for m different types of tests, with each
dimension indexed by the fault coverage for a given test type
(e.g. stuck-at-fault test, transition fault test, IDDQ test). Each
data entry in the table corresponds to the raw number of
defective units screened (i.e., number of rejects) due to the
joint contribution of tests at a specific set of coverage values.

These raw numbers are calculated from COF (continue-on-
fail) data from the tester—in other words, the production test
program does not stop on first fail for a given unit but con-
tinues to test the unit with the remaining tests. The COF
approach allows these numbers to be used for measuring
cumulative failure (or fallout) versus fault coverage while
ordering the tests in any arbitrary manner. The authors define
‘reject rate’ as the number of failing units divided by the
highest predicted Williams and Brown [17] defect level (i.e.,
escape rate 1-Y(1-T) for a given lower bound on T that acts as a
starting point for yield estimation). With this approach, yield
estimation is based on the data in the aforementioned table that
is used to plot the empirical reject rates as a function of each
type of coverage (i.e., along any table dimension), along with
the plots of reject rate versus coverage obtained using Wil-
liams and Brown model [17], and with Agrawal, Seth and
Agrawal model [1] with different values ofN (average number
of faults per die/chip) plotted on the same axes. The reject
rates using each of these models [1, 17] may be calculated
from the difference between the defect level (DL) estimates at
two successive discrete coverage values from the table index-
es. The above procedure allows the determination of the value
of N (average number of faults in a faulty die/chip) that would
result in the closest fit of the Agrawal, Seth, and Agrawal
model [1] with the empirical data. These values are then used
to estimate DL and hence calculate DPPM.

5 Our Algorithm

The above algorithm by Butler et al. uses only structural tests
(that can be graded with an ATPG fault simulator) and esti-
mates the model parameters N and b via trial-and-error by
plotting test escape rate models with various ‘guesses’ for N
and normalized empirical data using a single coverage metric.
Besides, it needs to store COF test data in large multi-
dimensional tables for various combinations of coverage val-
ues of different types. In contrast, the algorithm described in
this section has been used with functional tests that have been
graded using the fault simulation tool TurboFault® [15], and
requires less overhead (in terms of user effort and storage/
runtime resource needs) to provide DPPM estimates from
multiple test application runs. Furthermore, it takes the user’s
guesswork out of estimating N and b by relying on MAT-
LAB® functions for error function minimization. The algo-
rithm described in this work is based on the idea of ‘successive
defect filtering’ that is illustrated in Fig. 2 [4].

The idea here is that the set of parts from a high volume
manufacturing (HVM) flow is pipelined through a set of
successive filters of varying granularity during wafer sort
and class testing. Each filter denotes a set of tests targeting a
specific fault model, e.g., stuck-at fault. The job of each filter
is to screen parts that fail any test for that filter. Each such
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failed part goes to a ‘fail bin’ for that test. In this approach, the
final outcome, i.e., the set of parts that come out after the final
filtration stage is the same regardless of the actual ordering of
the filters. After the final filtering stage, no further production
testing/filtering will be done by the chip vendor. Any subse-
quent testing would only be done by the customer.

Therefore, any faulty part in this outgoing set (right side
of Fig. 2) could potentially produce a defect in a customer’s
board and is therefore, a DPPM escape to the customer.

At each filter, a set of tests targeting a particular fault
model is applied to screen faulty parts. The tests applied at
each filter achieve certain coverage (with the relevant cover-
age metric for that fault model, e.g., SAF coverage, delay
fault coverage, etc.) and also screen a set of bad (i.e., defec-
tive) parts that can be normalized to a fraction of the total
number of incoming parts to that filter. For the purpose of this
discussion, let us define this fraction as ‘fallout’. If we collect
fallout and fault coverage data for each filter, then we can run
regression on the cumulative fallout versus coverage data and
estimate model parameters N and b. Using these parameters,
we can estimate the DPPM escaping each filter stage. A crude
upper bound on the overall DPPM is obtained by adding the
estimated DPPM from all the filter stages. This crude estimate
assumes that the defects escaping one filter stage will not be
screened with any other filter. If we have customer return
data that shows that the actual DPPM is greater than the
above estimate (i.e., the above estimate is optimistic), then it
implies that we need to continue with more fault models and
tests (or more filtering). If the above crude estimate is
pessimistic, then we do not need the DPPM estimate from
each filter stage; rather, we need to estimate the DPPM from
the last filter stage. The proposed method for iteratively
correlating the fallout data to an appropriate coverage metric,
for example, stuck-at fault coverage, transition delay fault
coverage, and toggle coverage for IDDQ testing, and others,
is described in the following procedure.

Procedure CALCULATE_DPPM_ESTIMATE:

1. Assume that all the parts are good. (Initial Assumption).
2. For fault_model 0 {Stuck-At Fault, Transition Fault,

etc. …}
do:

a. Obtain set of manufacturing tests for the fault model.
Fault-grade each such test for the appropriate cover-
age metric T and also obtain the cumulative fallout
data F from the manufacturing test floor for

successive application of these manufacturing tests
on the current set of good parts.

b. Fit the following function to the above data so as to
minimize the RMS error:

F ¼ 1� 1þ TN b=ð Þ�b;

where N is the average number of faults in the chip
and b is the fault clustering parameter, thereby esti-
mating the values of N and b for the fault model.
The next section explains how to estimate N and b
using MATLAB®.

c. From the estimated values of N and b obtained in
step 2, estimate the DPPM as follows (where T0 is
the fault coverage at which testing was stopped):

DPPM Defect Level Estimate

¼ 1� b þ T 0Nð Þ b þ Nð Þ=½ �b
� �

� 106:

d. Remove all the parts that fail the test from the set of
good parts.

done
3. Output the DPPM defect level estimate.
4. If customer return data is available, process it to find out

the number of defect-limited return units and divide it
by the above estimate to compute the scaling factor SF;
otherwise SF01.

Each iteration in Step 2 corresponds to a unique fault model
and works as follows. A set of bad parts that fail the set of
manufacturing tests corresponding to the iteration is screened
out and assigned to a fail bin. The parts that pass the tests can
be expected to have primarily those defects that will cause
faulty behavior corresponding to the remaining (unexplored)
fault models. Furthermore, a defect typically produces multi-
ple fault signatures and is unlikely to fail uniquely for a given
test. Therefore, the iterations correspond to the successive
filters of varying granularity applied to the parts coming out
of the fab line, as described in Fig. 2. Each filter screens out
bad or weak parts that were not screened (i.e., missed) with the
previous set of filters. Therefore, at the end of this iterative
process, a large set of defective parts is eliminated, ensuring
quality control and achieving two important goals: (a) de-
crease in the actual defect level shipped to customers, and
(b) improvement of the accuracy of DPPM projection due to
the cumulative nature of the DPPM estimation process. This

IDDQ FilterAnalog test filterSAF FilterDelay Fault Filter

Outgoing parts, 
any faulty part 
here would be a 
DPPM escape 
to customer

Incoming
parts

Fig. 2 Successive defect
filtering approach
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analysis assumes that we have a clean manufacturing process,
and the process is stable over the period of data collection for
fallout data versus production test coverage. We also assume
that the chip design is stable; sometimes, a chip re-spin is
accompanied with design changes and change in test vectors
needed for defect screening with high coverage. Also, as
described in the previous section, the expression for F (see
algorithm above) is based on the modified yield model with
fault coverage T, for which the clustering coefficient a for
defects is replaced with b, a parameter that denotes the clus-
tering coefficient for faults belonging to the current fault
model. Moreover, there is the possibility that a defect will
only be screened with one type of testing (e.g., at-speed scan)
and will escape any other testing. To minimize the risk of such
defects escaping to the customer, we insist on the highest level
of practically achievable coverage for each type of test.

6 Implementation

The aforementioned regression can be performed with
MATLAB®. MATLAB® has simple polynomial curve fit-
ting regression routines, but provides no direct way of doing

non-polynomial (such as negative binomial) regressions.
However, we can do an error function minimization to get a
very good fit [7, 9]. In this simple case, we have only two
parameters N and b. So the problem may be posed as follows:

Minimize norm (E) with respect to N, b, where E ¼ F

�1þ 1þ TN b=ð Þ�b is the error vector and norm can
be 1, 2, or ∞.

To minimize the sum of squared error (and hence mean
squared error), we should choose the norm as 2, and then
have MATLAB® search for the values of N and b, for which
the value of norm (E) is minimized. MATLAB® has very
efficient built-in and functions [7]
that may be used to find the minimum of an unconstrained
multivariable function using a derivative-free method, start-
ing at an initial estimate. This is generally referred to as an
unconstrained nonlinear optimization. A MATLAB® imple-
mentation of this solution is shown below and uses two
files: “ ” and “ ”. The program
works by running the command at a MAT-
LAB® prompt. The first file also includes code for calcula-
tion of the RMS error as a percentage of the mean value of
the function F. The two files are listed below.
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7 Results

The actual and estimated cumulative fallout versus fault
coverage for the manufacturing tests performed for a prod-
uct (name withheld for proprietary reasons) over three suc-
cessive business quarters of 2007 are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
This data correspond to 36 functional tests targeting digital
logic for stuck-at faults and 15 functional tests targeting
digital logic for delay faults, where the chips were killed
on first fail. We fault-graded the functional vectors using
TurboFault™ from SynTest [15].

As discussed before, ‘fallout’ is defined as the fraction of
chips that fail a particular ‘filter’. Therefore, the cumulative
fallout rate plotted on the Y-axis of Figs. 3 and 4 denotes the
cumulative fraction of chips that fail as a function of cumu-
lative fault coverage (plotted on X-axis). Although the Y-axis
values shown in both plots appear small, the same values
normalized to 1 million units would be quite large. For

example, a cumulative fallout rate of 0.007 (as in Fig. 4)
indicates a cumulative fail rate of 7 out of 1,000 parts, or
7,000 out of a million parts (i.e. 81 bad devices out of 1,000
were screened with both sets of tests).

For each iteration of the algorithm, it takes a few seconds of
compute time on a 32-bit Linux machine (RHEL 3.0) for
MATLAB® to perform regression and estimate DPPM with
data sets having less than 100 entries. Visually, the results look
quite impressive, as seen in Figs. 3 and 4. The reason the
MATLAB® fit is not smooth is because piecewise linear line
segments were used to join the estimated points using the
GNU utility . For this product, customer return data
were available and the estimated DPPM of 273 was found to
be pessimistic—customer returned 230 units out of which 178
were traced to DPPM issues, i.e., producing a scaling factor
SF0178/273 0 0.65. For the above set of data, only two passes
were performed based on manufacturing data from the found-
ry for stuck-at fault tests and transition faults. The output
DPPM projection from the transition fault screen provided
the output value. The RMS errors for the two regressions were
6.2 % and 3.9 % of the mean value of F, respectively.

8 Applications of the DPPM Estimation Approach

The DPPM estimation approach allows design and test engi-
neers to determine, from manufacturing test data samples, if
the targeted coverage goals for a product with regard to a set of
fault models would suffice to produce a customer-required
DPPM, obtained by applying the scaling factor SF (calculated
from customer return data) on the projected DPPM. The same
scaling factor will be used on future HVM fab lots of wafers or
packaged parts to estimate future DPPM with the assumption
that the manufacturing process stays stable. If the estimated
DPPM is not satisfactory (i.e., higher than the customer spec-
ification), then we should do the sampled test data analysis
with higher coverage goals (arbitrarily chosen) for each of the
selected fault models, and use the regression approach to again
compute DPPM and hence, projected DPPM after applying
the scaling factor SF if customer return data is available.

Some customers, e.g., automotive customers, demand ultra-
low DPPM, whereas other customers for the same product do
not have such stringent DPPM requirements. Therefore, we
may tune the value of the required coverage T0 for each specific
type of fault model (based on test cost, test time, and pattern
development time constraints) and use these values to calculate
our DPPMprediction using the procedureCALCULATE_DPP-
M_ESTIMATE, and then apply a known scaling factor to verify
if the customer DPPM requirement has been met. The idea is to
perform experiments on a statistical sample of the parts and
then apply it to future production lots. This approach can
therefore, be described as an adaptive test that allows us to
add or remove tests from a manufacturing test program to tailor

Actual
Estimated

Fig. 3 Cumulative fallout rate versus stuck-at-fault (SAF) coverage

Actual
Estimated

Fig. 4 Cumulative fallout rate versus transition delay fault coverage
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coverage for each set of tests to a customer’s DPPM
requirement.

9 Conclusion

The above approach represents a novel method of convolu-
tion of diverse fault models and coverage metrics that can-
not otherwise be added, for the purpose of DPPM
projection. Two leaps-of-faith characterize this approach:
(1) the translation from defect clustering parameter a to
fault clustering parameter b; and (2) the use of a set of
coverage metrics (instead of a single coverage metric) to
calculate DPPM. This approach is beneficial in order to
establish and calibrate various fault coverage goals that are
used to achieve low DPPM defect levels for avionic and
automotive applications. For example, with this type of
approach, we can ‘prove’, using manufacturing data, that a
test strategy of, say, 85 % transition fault coverage and
99.5 % for stuck-at fault coverage, may be more beneficial
for DPPM reduction than one that targets 99.9 % stuck-at
fault coverage alone without considering delay fault model.
Fallout data should be mined from samples drawn from an
HVM flow that is comprehensive enough to capture the
wide range of variability that can affect reliability, such as
data from multiple fab runs, equipment sets, testers, work
shifts, work weeks, preventive maintenance cycles, and
foundry locations. Compared to [3], our approach reduces
the user overhead by relying on MATLAB® functions and it
is also beneficial in terms of memory utilization.
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